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Bunting 
Before you start you will need: 

• Fabrics strips 

• Bias binding or tape 

• Flag template 

• Sewing machine 

• Thread 

 

1. Choose your fabrics (ideally fabrics with no pattern direction) 

 

2. Cut strips of fabric the same height as your flags, inc seam allowances. 

 

3. Fold fabric strips double and right sides together. 

 

4. Using a flag template mark out the 3 corners of your flag side by side along the top 

and bottom edge of your fabric strips (half the flags will be upside down when cut 

which is why we ideally choose non directional patterns) 

 

5. Cut out 30 flags in total using a rotary cutter and ruler or alternatively mark your 

fabrics with a fabric pen, pin and cut out your flags with scissors. 

 

6. Create a pile of flags ready to sew which consist of pairs right sides together. 

 

7. Sew each flag down the two longest sides of each triangle, leaving the top edge 

open (use a 0.5cm seam allowance). 

 

8. Snip excess fabric at the point of each flag to remove bulk when turning through. 

 

9. Turn your flags through right sides out, poke into the point and iron each flag flat. 

 

10.  Organise your flags in pattern order. 

 

To make your flags evenly spaced: 

Using your required length of bias binding or tape, mark the centre halfway point. 

Split your flags in half or find the centre middle flag and attach that flag to the center 

point of your tape. 

 

11.  One by one sandwich and sew the remaining flags into the tape spacing the 

distance between each evenly. 
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BUNTING FLAG TEMPLATE 

10cm long 

 

15cm long 

 

20cm long 

 

Small 

 

Med 

 

Large 

 

Three sizes in one pattern 

 

Bunting instructions 

1. Cut x2 for every flag 

2. 0.5cm Seam allowances included 

3. Sew 2 longest edges right sides together 

4. Turn through and poke point 

5. Catch into ribbon or tape to string 
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